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INTRODUCTION 

The software industry constitutes today the most dynamic 
segment and the driving force of the informatics sector. Said 
industry has grown and internationalized at a rapid pace during the 
1980's, with global revenues exceeding U$S 65 billion at the end of 
the decaaa (OTA, 1992, p. 94). 

The development of the softw3re industry has given rise to one 
of the most complex issues in contemporary law: how and to what 
extent should the law protect computer programs. They are 
functional works, produced and used under specific technical rules, 
which often operate in connection with other programs that may 
belong to other parties. Easy to copy but hard to develop, computer 
programs pose a serious challenge to the adaptability of exis~ing 
intellectual property law. Legal issues relating to software are 
complicated and many still remain unresolved. 

A "first generation" of case law and legislation was concerned 
with the protection of software as such. 1 courts and parliaments 
in various countries faced the basic problems of copyrightability 
of computer programs in source and object code and dealt with 
several objections to the extension of copyright principles to this 
new field (Correa, 1990a). Industrialized countries, following the 
lead of the United states, adopted the copyright approach, albeit 
with some significant differences. 2 Some developing countries 
(e.g.India) adopted the same form of protection, but in many cases 
it was the result of actions undertaken by the United States under 
section 301 of its Trade and Tariffs Act. It is clear today that 
copyright constitutes the main - though not the only> - framework 
for software protection and recent international negotiations are 
likely to provide a firm basis for this solution. This does not 
imply, however, as pointed out below (section 1. a) that the debate 
on the form of protection is defin:tely closed. 

"Second generation" cases gave copyright protection as granted 
and entered into other difficult issues, particularly how the 
traditional expression/idea dichotomy applies to software with 
respect to its internal organization and struct~re and to the so-

1 "Computer program" and "software" shall be used in this paper as 
synonymous for practical purposes only. 

2 Illustrative of diverging solutions were the amendments introduced 
to the Japanese and French laws in order to accommodate the protection 
of computer programs. 

> Software is not only protectible in many countries under copyright 
but also under trade secrets law. T~ere is also a trend in the United 
States to increasingly admit the patentability of algorithms and 
computer programs, as illustrated by the recent "Arrhytmia Research" 
case. For a discussion of the referred trend, see Samuelson, 1992. 
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called "look and feel".• Case law of this type has almlst 
exclusively arisen in industrialized countries, where most software 
production is concentrated. 5 These problems have also been the 
subject matter of at least one international regulation, in the 
case of the EC Software Protection Directive approved in 1991 after 
intense debate. Notwithstanding the importance attached by the 
industry and legal experts to finding appropriate responses to said 
issues, a great degree of uncertainty still exists, especially 
after recent case law in the United States. 6 

Debate and contention on legal protection of software have not 
been the result exclusively of inadequacies in the legal system. 
The solutions eventually given affect innovation and competition in 
the industry, may erect entry barriers for new potential producers 
and influence the rate of diffusion of computer technology • Thus, 
many developing countries have feared that a "strong" protection 
might lead to an imbalance in producer-user relationship and to 
prices too high for local users. 7 Divergences have also been 
marked among software/hardware producers in industrialized 
countries, particularly as regards to the admissibility of "reverse 
enginee~ing" as a method to develop competitive products.• Concerns 
have Leen voiced in connection with the impact of ever-protection 
on the rate of innovation in major producer countries as a matter 
of public interest.' 

This paper addresses recent international trends in software 
protection and some of the unresolved issues in "second generation" 

• The "look and feel" issues refer to the protection of elements in 
the menu hierarchies, command structures, key sequences and other 
aspects of a program's user interface. 

5 Despite the efforts of some developing countries, like India, 
their share of the global software market is still insignificant (around 
2\). See on this issue Correa, 1990b, and Schware, 1992. 

6 This country, which maintains an uncontested leadership in 
software production and trade (with around 60% of the world market), has 
had an important role as standard-setting in the area of software 
protection. The referred judicial cases are considered later in the 
text. 

7 several developing countries (e.g. Brazil, Thailand) resisted u.s 
demands to improve legal protection for software for reasons related to 
local industrial policies or to technology diffusion. For an analysis of 
economic aspects related to software protection, see Mody, 1989. 

• The main battle on this issue was prcmpted by the EC initiative 
to adopt a Software Protection Directive. A number of firms willing to 
counterbalance the influence of major industry players constituted the 
"European Committee for Interoperable Systems" (ECIS), which actively 
participated in the debate (see section 3, below). 

9 See, for example, Business Week, 1989. 
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cases. Its main aim is twofold: on the one side, to provide an 
overview on emerging international standards that may influence 
legislation and practice worldwide; on the other, to deal with some 
critical legal issues for software producers, mainly in developing 
countries. computer technology requires a special expertise and 
employs technical terms that lawyers find hard to understand. 
Conversely, software producers are not familiar with le~al terms 
and with the implications of the evolving law that apply to the 
products they develop. This document attempts to fill that gap. The 
paper is not intended to deal, except to the extent necessary for 
analyzing recent international trends, with "piracy" issues, i.e. 
those relating to unauthorized slavish copying of third parties 
programs. Notwithstanding the importance of this problem, it is 
better known than the issues of "second generation" cases and, as 
mentioned, it is relatively well covered by existing legislation 
and case-law. 

Section 1 reviews the outcome (as relevant to software and 
data bases) of the negotiations held in the framework of the 
Uruguay Round in order to adopt an Agreement on Trade Related 
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights ( TRIPs) . Said negotiations, 
which started in 1986, have produced a draft Agreement (submitted 
by GATT Director General on December 21, 1991) which may eventually 
become enforceable in case the Round's negotiations are unblocked 
and successfully completed. The draft contains the most far
reaching intellectual property international agreement ever reached 
in terms of its comprehensiveness and detail of proposed minimum 
standards. 1° Consideration is also given to work undertaken within 
the World Intellectual Propierty Organization in order to prepare an 
eventual protocol to the Berne convention. 

Section 2 briefly deals with the expression/idea dichotomy 
problem in the context of software protection according to us, 
European and Japanese law. This section is intended to provide 
elements for the comprehension of section 3, which deals with 
"reverse engineering" as a process to analyze and evaluate an 
existing product or technology in order to find its underlying 
concepts, structure and functionalities. The latter section also 
considers various policy issues and procedures of software 
development which may avoid problems stemming from the eventual 
application of copyright. 

Section 4 contains the main conclusions of the study. 

1. INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS 

As mentioned, international developments concerning software 
protection have taken place within two fora: GATT (Uruguay Round) 

10 The draft Agreement includes m1n1mum standards, which in 111ost 
cases supplement international conventions, on all areas of intellectual 
property (copyright, patents, industrial designs, trademarks, 
indications of origin, designs of integrated circuits, "undisclosed 
information") except breed<?rs' rights and utility models. 
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and WIPO. While GATT negotiations have led to a draft text that 
might be adopted as soon as the Uruguay Round concludes, the latter 
are still at a more preliminary stage. Ancther important 
development (which is not examined in detail here) has been the 
approval of the referred EC Directive on the Legal Protection of 
Com~uter Programs, which is likely to substantially influence 
legislation in many countries, particularly in view of the 
elaborated solution reached on issues dealt with in section 3 of 
this study. 

1.1 TBIPs Draft Agreement 

Section 1 of the TRIPs draft Agreement deals with "copyright 
and related rights". It contains six articles deemed to supplement 
existing international conventions on the matter, particular:y the 
Berne and the Rome Conventions. However, while in some cases the 
proposed texts imply additional protection, in others they set out 
standards that are below those established by said conventions. 

Unlike the section relating to patents, negotiations on the 
copyright area have been characterized by a North-North 
confrontation on a number of issues that concern the fundamentals 
of intellectual works' protection. The main differences have arisen 
from the diverging views prevailing in common law countries on the 
one side and in continental law countries on the other, on the 
concept of author as applied to various works and on the scope of 
protection accorded to them. The title of Section 1 (Part II) 
itself reflects a compromise between the U.S. and European 
conceptions on the nature of rights relating to phonogram 
producers. 11 The relevant parts of the TRIPs draft Agreement are 
reproduced in Annex 1. 

a) Software as literary work 

The recognition cf copyright as a main modality for the 
protection of computer programs has been a major objective of 
industrialized countries in TRIPS negotiations. Article 10.1 
provides that "computer programs, whether in source or object code, 
shall be protected as literary works under the Berne Convention 
(1971). Several comments on this provision are relevant here. 

First, the most suitable form of protection for software has 
been the subject matter of an intense, and still open, debate. Many 
experts and courts have sustained the applicability of the Berne 
convention to software, even in the absence of an express reference 
to that effect in its text (WIPO, 1992b , p. 49-50). However, a 
good part of legal and economic literature has questioned the 
appropriateness of cop}•right protection for functional work such as 
software (see Correa, 1990; Mody, 1989), and some influential 
institutions have advocated the development of a "new category of 

11 Under U.S. law such rights are deemf'?d to be a chapter of 
"copyright law", while in Europe they are considered as a part of a 
sepc.rate category of "neighbouring rights". 
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law" {Off ice of Technology Assessment-OTA, 1986, p. 14). The 
treatment of software as a part of a TRIPs Agreement has also been 
criticized as inconvenient in view of the present status of the 
debate on the matter (Uchtenhagen, 1990). 

Second, while copyright as a basis for protection of computer 
programs has been accepted by a large number of countries (in part 
as a result of U.S. government action under Section 301 of the 
Trade and Tariffs Act) many have been reluctant to consider 
software as a literary work. 12 The main implication of this 
assimilation is the extension of the term of protection, since 
other aspects {e.g. number and type of permitted copies for a 
legitimate user) need to be addressed, taking the specificity of 
computer programs into account. 13 

Third, Article 10.1 applies to computer programs "in source or 
object code", but is silent with respect to cases where they are 
embedded in microelectronic devices. Likewise, no specific rule is 
established in connection with reverse engineering, one of the most 
controversial issues in this field. 

Fourth, protection via copyright does not necessarily exclude 
other forms of protection. Computer programs are deemed in some 
countries to be protectible as trade secrets. In the United States, 
moreover, as mentioned, a trend towards the acceptance of patents 
on algorithms and computer programs is progressing today. 

b) Rental rights 

Article 11 contains one of the main innovations in the 
copyright section of the draft Agreement. It introduces as a 
minimum standard the recognition of "rental rights" in respect of 
"at least computer programs and cinematographic works". They confer 
the title-holders the "right to authorise or to prohibit the 
commercial rental to the public of original or copies of their 
copyright works". 14 

The origin of Article 11 can be traced in recent U.S. 
legislation (which the adopted text mirrors to a large extent) that 
specifically recognized rental rights for computer programs and 

12 In France, for instance, computer programs were granted a 25-
year protection as in the case of works of applied arts (see Correa, 
1990). 

u Many countries, including the United States, have explicitly 
dealt with such issues in legal reforms introduced during the last 
decade. 

14 Despite some proposals made during negotiations, the commented 
tuxt does not provide for an alternative right to obtain an equitable 
remuneration for rental. 
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sound recordings (but not for visual works). 1 s While these rights 
entail an exception to the "first sale" doctrine that prevails in 
common-law countries, the exclusive right to rent may be deemed as 
a part of full distribution rights as recognized under the law of 
some countries (see EC Commission, 1988 p. 146). The EC Commission 
has also felt the need to propose an EC Directive to harmonize 
rental rights belonging to authors, performing artists in respect 
to fixations, phonogram producers and producers of tt1e first 
fixation of cinematographic works. 16 

To sum up: the TRIPs draft Agreement introduces exclusive 
rental rights for the first time in an international agreement 
though limited to computer programs and phonograms (and, subject to 
a broad exception, to cinematographic works). The adopted solution 
mirrors to a large extent the situation in U.S. copyright law, but 
on a permanent basis and lacking specific exceptions for non
commercial acts. The exceptions and the limitations of the proposed 
provisions reflect the still pending differences among developed 
countries on copyright concepts. However, since the new standards 
are "Berne-plus" and "Rome-plus", they are likely to lead to 
legislative changes in many developing as well as developed 
countries. 

c) Term of protection 

Article 12, relating to the term of protection, seems to just 
reiterate the Berne standards. However, it settles a difficulty 
encountered in the application of the said Convention in countries 
whose legal systems allow a juridical person (e.g. a corporation) 
to be considered as an "author1117

: the referred provisions allude 
to the term "calculated on a basis other than the life of a natural 
person". 

In addition, the commented Article makes it clear that failing 
publication of the protected work within fifty years from the 
making of the work, protection shall extend for fifty years from 

is See the Record Rental Amendments Act and the Software Rental 
Amendments Act. While the TRIPs Agreement will establish, if finally 
approved, a permanent minimum right, the referred legislation is openly 
temporary (it shall expire on 1 October 1997) due to the u.s. Congress' 
unwillingness to create a perpetual exception to the "first sale" 
doctrine (Peterson and Makay, 1992). Extension of rental rights to 
movies has been refused in the United States. 

16 For an analysis of this draft Directive, see Von Lewinski, 1991. 
It should be noted that in contrast to Article 11, said proposed 
Directive would allow member countries to substitute exclusive rental 
rights by the right to obtain an equitable remuneration. It should also 
be recalled that rental rights are recognized for computer programs by 
the recently adopted EC Directive on the matter. 

17 Those cases have been dealt with under Article 7.3 of the Berne 
convention, which refers to "anonymous or pseudonymous" works. 
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the end of the calendar day of the making. 

Previous drafts of Article 12 included an explicit reference 
to computer programs. It was deleted once the assimilation of said 
programs to literary works was incorporated in Article 10.1. That 
assimilation makes a specific rule on duration of rights for 
software irrelevant. 19 

1.2 Developments within WIPQ 

WIPO convened in November 1991 a Committee of Experts in order 
to consider the preparation of a protocol to the Berne Convention 
for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works. The objective of 
the proposed protocol is to clarify Berne rules or to establish new 
rules in cases where there may be doubts on the current scope of 
application of the Convention. The need for the protocol is 
grounded on the existence of divided opinions and national 
legislative approaches on a number of issues. 

One of the issues pointed out as generating differences is 
software protection. The preparatory memorandum submitted by the 
WIPO Secretariat (WIPO, 1992a) presents and discusses the doubts 
expressed in connection with the protection of software via 
copyright. WIPO's document affirms, however, the applicability of 
copyright and proposes to explicitly include in a possible Protocol 
the obligation to protect computer programs like other literary and 
artistic works and to clarify that "computer programs" is deellled to 
include operating systems and application programs, whether in 
source or object code. 

The referred memorandum (which is included as Annex 2 in its 
relevant parts) stresses that copyright law does not extend to 
algorithms, ideas, procedures, methods or concepts. It further 
states that decompilation (see section J below) should be permitted 
but only when necessary to obtain information to independently 
create programs that would interoperate with the original program, 
and provided that the new program is not substantially similar in 
its expression to the original one. This suggestion seems inspired 
by one of the early drafts of the EC Directive, 1

' which restricted 
decompilation for purposes of developing programs compatible with 
those being decompiled. The final version of the Directive however, 
as approved on May 14 1991, eliminated such a restriction 
legitimizing decompilation to achieve interoperability "with other 
programs". 

The convened Committee of Ex}Jerts did not reach consensus 
either on the need for including a specific rule en computer 
programs in a possible protocol, or on the terms to be eventually 

u Some countries (France, as mentiom~d, and Brazil) while adopting 
copyright for computer programs, limited its duration to twenty-five 
years. 

19 Draft by the EC Commission of October 18, 1990. 
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used, particularly as regards to the admissibility of 
decompi la ti on. There was, however, a clear understanding that 
protection by copyright only concerns the expression and not the 
ideas, methods, procedures or underlying concepts, while some 
participants stressed that the same dividing line applies with 
respect to programming languages and rules (WIPO, 1992b). 

No further substantive work has taken place on a possible 
protocol to the Berne Convention after the ref erred meeting of the 
Committee of Experts. The Assembly of the Berne Union decided in 
September 1992 to go ahead with the preparation of said protocol on 
the b1sis of a ten point list, one of which relates to "computer 
programs". 20 

1.3 Implications of International Developments 

The TRIPs Agreement, if finally adopted, shall establish as a 
minimum universal standard that computer programs are 

Protected under copyright in accordance with the Berne 
Convention (1971); 

Assimilated to "literary works" whether in source or object 
code. 

The application of rules as laid down by both the Berne 
standards and TRIPS to computer pro~rams would have a number of 
implications, some of which are straightforward while others are 
subject to interpretation. One of the clear implications relates to 
the term of protection, which could not be in any case less than 
fifty years. Another one relates to the granting of "rental 
rights". Aspects which would be subject to interpretation and for 
which no clear international standard is yet set forth include: 

The applicability of "moral rights" to computer programs' 
authors; 21 

The legitimacy of reproduction of a computer program for 
private use. How many copies could legally be made and for 
what purposes? ; 22 

The scope of the right to adapt a program for use on a 

20 See document WIPO B/A/XII/2, September 29, 1992. 

21 It should be noted that the TRIPs Draft Agreement explicitly 
excludes from its scope "moral rights" as provided by article 6bis of 
the Berne Convention. The relevance of such rights in the case of 
computer programs has been extensively discussed and in some cases (e.g. 
France) the legislation has abrogated the.n given the special nature of 
the protected works. 

22 This point has been clarified in many national laws, such as in 
the United States, Japan, Brazil, etc. 
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specific hardware or with a different computing language: 

The admissibility of decompilation and reverse engineering. 

The TRIPs Draft Agreement falls short in pr~viding standards 
on these issues. This means that they need to be addressed at the 
national level. Those issues might also eventually be the subject 
matter for negotiations on the establishment of a protocol to the 
Berne Convention as proposed by WIPO, if progress on the drafting 
of said instrument is finally made. 

2. PROTECTION OF EXPRESSION AND IDF..AS IN COMPUTER PR'JGRAKS 

It is generally agreed that copyright protects "only the form 
of expression of ideas, not the ideas themselves. The creativity 
protected by copyright law is creativity in the choice and 
arrangement of words, musical notes, colors, shapes and so on" 
(WIPO, 1988,p. 209). This principle, however, has been implemented 
in different ways in various countries, which eventually leads to 
different results in close cases. Protection may, thus, extend not 
only to literally similar elements but also to non-literal elements 
if they are "comprehensive" relative to the overall texture of the 
work (Geller, 1991, p. INT. 33-34). 

The Berne Convention is silent on this dichotomy, and 
therefore leaves national legislation certain room, within the 
limits of copyright principles, to draw the dividing line. 
Article 9.2 of the TRIPs Draft Agreement has instead opted for an 
explicit rule according to which "copyright protection shall extend 
to expressions and not to ideas, procedures, methods of operation 
or mathematical concepts as such". 

Article 9. 2 was introduced as a counter proposal to the 
Japanese demand to include an exception of this kind in Article 10. 
The Japanese text, however, was only related to the protection of 
computer programs and explicitly referred to the non-protectibility 
of algorithms. While this latter solution would have been 
restricted to such programs, the finally proposed text is 
applicable to all areas of copyrights and related rights. 

In the following paragraphs the treatment of the 
expression/idea dichotomy in United States, Japan and Europe (based 
on the EC Directive on the Legal Protection of Computer Programs) 
is briefly revieto:ed. The analysis intends to highlight which is the 
dividing line ~eparating protected and not protected elements in 
computer programs under the indicated legal systems. 

2.1 United States 

The basis for the expression/idea distinction in US law is 
Article 102 (b) of the Copyright statute, according to which 
protection does not extend to any 

" ••. procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, 
principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it 
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is described, explained, illustrated or embodied". 

While considering this issue in connection with computer 
programs on occasion of the 1976 amendment to the Copyright Act, 
the House Report stated: 

"Some concern has been expressed lest copyri~ht in computer 
programs should extend protection to the methodology or 
processes adopted by the programmer, rather than merely to 
the 'writing' expressing ideas. Section 102(b) is intended, 
ar:ong other things, to make clear that the expression adopted 
by the programmer is the copyrightable element in a computer 
program, and the actual processes or methods embodied in the 
program are not within the scope of the copyright law". 23 

The application of this principle to a functional wo1k as a 
computer proyram has not been an easy task. Case law has not 
reached a clear solution yet; moreover, recent cases illustrate 
contradictory views on the extent of protection. 

a) Protection of structure, sequence and organization (SSO) 

i) SSO as copyrightable 

A number of judicial decisions have endorsed the view that 
copyright protection does not limit itself to the mere literal text 
of a program. A landmark case in this regard was Whelan Assocs., 
Inc. v Jaslow Dental Laboratory. , Inc. 24 The Whelan case, concerned 
"a dispute between a software consultant and her customer. The 
consultant prepared a computer program for Jaslow Dental Laboratory 
('Jaslow') to manage its inventory and accounts. A written 
agreement provided that the consultant was to retain 'ownership' of 
the rights in the program although Jaslow would own one copy of the 
program. Whelan intended to market the program and make royalty 
payments to Jaslow. Several years later, Jaslow was licensed to 
distribute the program, a licence which was subsequently revoked by 
Whelan. Jaslow claimed that one of its principals, Ran Jaslow, was 
the owner of the program under the 'work for hire' doctrine, or in 
the alternative, that he was a co-author of the program due to his 
explanation of laboratory operations and assistance in the design 
of some of the program's visual displays. The Court rejected these 
claims. The interesting part of the case concerned the preparation 
by Jaslow of an unauthorised version of the program to operate on 
an IBM-PC. This work involved translating the program from EDL (the 
original language) to BASIC. This translation could not be done 
literally because of the difference between the two languages, but 
the Court found that Jaslow in~ringed Whelan's ~opyright by copying 
'the manner in which the information flows from one function to 
another in the program'. In finding an infringemeht the Court also 

"HR 94-1476, 94th. Cong., 2nd. Sess.57 (1976). 

2
• 609 F. Supp. 1307 (E.D. Pa. 1985). aff d, 797 F. 2d 1222 (3d. 

Cir. 1986), cert. denied U.S. 1301 (1987). 
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relied on the similarity of the visual output of the two programs" 
(Radcliffe, 1986, p.44). 

In nccordance with the court in Whelan: 

"The expression of the idea in a software computer program is 
the matter ir. which the program operates, controls and 
regulates the computer in receiving, assembling, calculating, 
retaining, correlating, and producing useful information 
either on a screen, print-out or by auctio communication." 

The Whelan judgement has received both enthusiastic support 
and criticism. While for some it is an evidence of the adaptability 
of copyright protection to software, for others it is the result of 
a defective analysis and a source of overprotection for softwdre 
innovations (Samuelson, 1992. p.12). 

Whelan's reasoning was reflected in other court decisions. In 
SAS Institute, Inc. v S&H Computer Systems Inc., 2 s the court found, 
in accordance with OTA review (OTA, 1992, p. 70), that S&H 
infringed the copyright held in a program called SAS 79.5, which 
was written to run on IBM and IBM compatible computers by 
converting it to run on Digital computers. The court cited 
instances of "literal, near literal and organizational copyright", 
of structural detail and nearly exact duplication of the SAS 
structure and organization. The court also discussed the idea of 
merger of idea and expression, stating: 

" Throughout the preparation of a complicated computer 
program such as SAS, the author is faced with a virtually 
endless series of decisions as to how to carry out the 
assigned task •.. At every level, the process is characterized 
by choice, often made arbitrarily, and only occasionally 
dictated by necessity. Even in the case of simply statistical 
calculations, there is room for variation, such as the order 
in which arithmetic operations are performed As the 
sophistication of the calculation increases, so does the 
opportunity for variation of expression (OTA, 1992, p.70)." 

Finding that the processes of SAS could be expressed in a 
variety of ways, the Court stated that: 

"···to the extent that similarities between the SAS and the 
S&H product have existed, they represent unnecessary, 
intentional duplication of expression." 

The SAS case illustrates the application of the so-called 
"plurality of expression" test. It also showed the difficulties of 
proof in software lawsuits: 

"Print-outs were destroyed and expert witnesses had to testify 
based on 'reconstructed' versions of the source code. 

n 605 F. Supp. 816 (M.D. Tenn. 1985). 
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Moreover, S&H continued to modify its program during the 
course of the litigation, frequently eliminating previously 
deLected similarities. At one point during the development of 
the new program S&H did attempt to avoid direct copying by 
limiting the access of its programmers to the SAS source code: 
the programmers were provided with a description of the 
functions of a module of the SAS program and they were told to 
duplicate those functions. However, this system frequently 
failed and the S&H programmers oft~n had direct access to the 
SAS source code. Consequently, the S&H program contained many 
instances of verbatim copying of the SAS program." (Radcliffe, 
1986, p.43) 

Criticisms on the legal appropriateness and implications of 
the protection of sso became apparent in other decisions that did 
not follow or that rejected the Whelan reasoning. Those decisions 
are summarized in the next sub-section based on OTA, 1992 (p.71-
72). 

ii) sso as non-protectible 

The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals did not follow Whelan in 
Plains Cotton Cooperative Ass' n v. Goodpasture Computer Serv. , Inc. 
Relying on expert testimony, the court found no copying when an 
allegedly infringing program, designed to run on a personal 
computer rather than a mainframe computer, was found very similar 
to the plaintiff's program on the functional specification. Even 
though the court found the two programs very similar with respect 
to programming and documentation levels, and found that portions of 
the design appeared to be direct copies, the court looked to other 
evidence and found no copying. The court did not adopt the Whelan 
holding that the structure, sequence, and organization of a 
computer program is copyrightable. The court held that similarities 
in the two programs - each of which was designed to perform the 
same particular task within the agricultural cotton market - were 
dictated by the "externalities of the market". The record indicated 
that the market significantly affected the determination of the 
sequence and organization of cotton marketing software, since both 
programs attempted to provide the same information to the user. The 
court did not hold that such patterns could not constitute an idea 
in the context of computers. Thus, the decision in Plains Cotton 
narrowed the Whelan decision so that the defendant can show that 
similarities in structure and organization may be dictated by 
market factors (externalities) (OTA, 1992, p. 71). 

The court in Computer Associates International, Inc. v. Altai, 
Inc. also rejected the Whelan test of "structure, sequence and 
organization" to determine similarities in computer programs. 
Instead, the r,ourt applied the "levels of abstraction test" 
articulated by Learned Hand in Nichols v. Universal Pictures, 
which, they stated, was the law of the Second Circuit Court of 
Appeals. The "levels of abstractions test" of Nichols reads: 

"Upon any work ... a great number of patterns of increasing 
generality will fit equally well, as more and more of the 
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incident is left out. The last may perhaps be no more than the 
most general statement of what the (work) is about and at 
times might consist only of its title: but there is a point in 
this series of abstractions where they are no longer 
protected, since otherwise the (author) could prevent the use 
of his "ideas" to which, apart from their expression, his 
property is never extended." 

Applying this test, the court found no infringement of 
Computer Associates' copyright (OTA, 1992, p.72). 

To the extent that Computer Associates v. Altai may be 
interpreted as ruling that a similar structure is not necessarily 
a copyright infringement, this case may give rise to a new phase in 
the evolution of software protection in the United States, 
characterized in this case by a narrowing down of the extent of 
protection. It illustrates how difficult it continues to be to 
square computer software protection with the copyright law, and 
confirms 1985 OTA's views in the sense that policy on software 
protection "is being made in the courts, virtually on a case by 
case basis, and the resulting ambiguities satisfy no one" (OTA, 
1985, p. 34). 

b) Look and feel 

Another area of testing of copyright law as applied to 
software has related to the protection of the "look and feel" of a 
particular program. The trend in case law is similar to the one 
described in the preceding paragraphs. 

In Broderbund Software, Inc. v. Unison World, Inc. , 26 the court 
extended the program code copyright to protect both the program 
display and user interface, holding that the interface idea did not 
merge with the expression. The decision was taken even in the 
absence of a valid copyright on the program's output, on grounds 
that some analysts' judgement was based on an erroneous reasoning 
(Scholkoff, 1988). 

More relevant for the industry have been decisions in Digital 
Communications Assocs. v Softklone Distributing Corp., 27 and 
particularly, in Lotus Development Corp. v. Paperback Software 
Internationa1. 2

• In the former the court concluded that the copied 
elements of the defendant's programs that were nonessential to 
program operation constituted copyrightable expression. It rejected 
the defense that idea and expression merged in the "Crosstalk" 
screen and that the status screen was only an unprotectible "blank 
form" designed to record the user's choices of parameter values. 

u 648 F. Supp. 1127 (N.D. Cal. 1986). 

v 659 F. Supp. 449 (N.D. Ga. 1987). 

~ 740 F. Supp. 37 (D. Mass. 1990). 
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The Lotus decision extended the copyrightability of the non
literal elements of computer programs to menu coJllllland structures. 
The structure, sequence, and organization of the menu command 
system were all found copyrightable, including the overall 
structure, the choice of letters, words, or "symbolic tokens" used 
to represent each command, the structure and order of the command 
tenns in each menu line, the represent2~ion of the command terms on 
the screen, and the long prompts (OT~. 1992, p. 73). 

Lotus Development (Lotus) owned the copyright in the 
Lotus 1-2-3 program. Lotus convinced the Court that the majority of 
the creative effort and value of 1-2-3 lies in the 
conceptualization and creation of the user interface. The Court 
said: 

"I credit the testimony of expert witnesses that the bulk of 
the creative work is in the conceptualization of a computer 
program and its user interface is a more difficult 
intellectual task, requiring greater creativity, originality, 
and insight, than converting the user interface design into 
instructions to the machine." 

Stephenson developed his own spreadsheet program, between 1982 
and 1984. The publisher of his program was Paperback Software. They 
called this program V-P Planner (VP-P). Because 1-2-3 was so 
successful, Stephenson and Paperback decided to modify their 
program to make it 'compatible' with 1-2-3. They created an 
identical :macro sub-language and duplicated almost all of the 
screen display and command menu structure. In May 1985, Paperback 
began marketing VP-P as a "worka-like for 1-2-3". The program was 
actually released in late October, 1985. By January of 1986, Lotus 
had actual notice of VP-P. 

On January 20, 1987, Lotus received a letter from the 
Copyright Office rejecting a separate registration for the "screen 
displays" of 1-2-3. Lotus filed suit for copyright infringement. It 
alleged that Paperback and Stephenson, by copying the macro 
language, screen displays, and command language, had infringed its 
copyright. 

The main aspects of the ref erred decision can be summarized as 
follows:n 

i) Legal test for copyrightability: the court reduced the 
basic law of what is copyrightable to a three part test: 

FIRST, in making the determination of "copyrightability", the 
decision-maker must focus upon alternatives that counsel may 
suggest, or the court may conceive, along the scale from the 

29 This summary is based on the case review published by The 
Software Law Bulletin, August 1990. 
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most generalized conception to the most particularized, and 
choose some formulation, conception or definition, of the 
"idea" for the purpose of distinguishing between the idea and 
its expression. 

SECOND, the decision-maker :must focus upon whether an alleged 
expression of the idea is limited to elements essential to 
expression of that idea (or is one of only a few ways of 
expressing the idea) or instead includes identifiable elements 
of expression not essential to every expression of t.~at idea. 

THIRD, having identified elements of expression not essential 
to every expression of the idea, the decision-maker must focus 
on whether those elements are a substantial part of the 
allegedly copyrightable "work". 

This process must be used on a case by case basis. It does not 
lend itself to clear, bright-line answers. 

ii) The 'user interface' is the part of a program which helps 
the computer system to communicate with the person using it. There 
are many parts to the user interface: it includes tr.e controls for 
printers and video displays, the formatting and style of messages, 
the 'help' functions, and so forth. The 'screen displays' properly 
include only those aspects on the program actually affecting the 
video display. 

Paperback argued that the 'screen display' was a separate 
audiovisual work and must be independently copyrighted. The Court 
felt that Paperback had confused a copyright on the interface 
aspects of the program with a more limited attempt to protect the 
appearance of the program on the video screen: 

The copyrightable element is not, strictly speaking, the 
screen display, narrowly understood, but the literal and non
li teral elements not only of the display but also of the 
distinctive way of creating it. 

iii) The court held that the 

" particular expression of a menu structure is not 
essential to the electronic spreadsheet idea, nor does it 
merge with the somewhat less abstract idea of a menu structure 
for an electronic spreadsheet. The idea of a menu structure -
including the overall structure, the order of commands in each 
menu line, the choice of letters, words or "symbolic tokens" 
to represent each command, the presentation of these symbolic 
tokens on the screen ••• the type of menu system used ••• and 
the long prompts - could be expressed in a great many if not 
literally unlimited number of ways. 

The fact that some of these specific commands terms are quite 
obvious or merge with the idea of such a particular command 
term does not preclude copyrightability for the command 
structure taken as a whole The Statutory provisions 
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regarding "compilation", 17 u.s.c. 101, 103, are not essential 
to this conclusion but do reforce it." 

The importance of the described decision for the software 
industry is indicated by the reaction it caused both in the United 
States and abroad. For those promoting a more open framework for 
software development, the decision went too far in curtailing 
competition through the use of features that become popular with 
users: 

"The Lotus victory sets a precedent that threatens to styaie 
the entire software industry. The new lawsuits attempt to 
extend this monopoly even further. If this ruling is not 
reversed, either by higher cuurts or by new legislation, it 
will become impossible for software startups to compete with 
companies selling establisheA products, because users ~ill be 
uninterested in new products for which they must learn a new 
set of commands." (Stallman, 1991, p. 36) 

The continuity of this trend towards enhancing software 
protection seems, ho~ever, uncertain today, as indicated by two 
recent decisions. In Engineering Dynamics, Inc. v structural 
Software Inc. and s. Rao Guntur, 30 the court did not follow the 
reasoning of Lotus. Ci ting Plains Cotton, the court held that 
formats are not copyrightable. Engineering Dynamics claimed the 
defendants infringed on several of its manuals in the development 
and marketing of the defendant's product StruCAD. It also claimed 
the defendants infringed on its copyright in the •user interface", 
comprised mainly of input and output reports. The court found that 
the scope of infringed materials included the text, pictures, 
diagrams, illustrative examples and flow charts depicted in the 
manuals, but not the input and output formats since the law of the 
Firth Circuit provides that a user interface in the form of input 
and output reports is not copyrightable (OTA, 1992, p. 73). 

In a long awaited ruling, in Apple v. Microsoft and Hewlett
Packard, the u.s District Court, San Francisco, decided in 1992, 
th~t only specific screen elements are copyrightable, and not 
overall "look and feel". :n This decision is viewed by some as a 
turning point for "look and feel" protection, though the future of 
the matter is still uncertain. 

2.2 European and Japanese LaW 

A provision like the one contained in Article 102 b) of the US 
Copyright Act is not familiar to European law. However, the EC 

~ Civ. Act. N° 89-1655. 

n Business week, July 20, 1992, p. 49. 
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Directive on the Legal Protection of Computer Progra~s contains a 
specific rule drawing up the dividing line between protectible and 
non-protectible subject matter. Article 1.2 states that: 

"Protection in accordance with this Directive shall apply to 
the expression in any form of a computer program. Ideas and 
principles which underlie any element of a computer program, 
including those which underlie its interfaces, are not 
protected by copyright under this Directive." 

It is doubtful whether this provision, as drafted, adds 
something to existing copyright law. Unlike earlier drafts, it does 
not refer to algorithms and programming languages. 32 It also 
eliminated a confusing text relating to "the specification of 
interfaces" which "constitutes ideas and principles". 

Under Japanese copyright law, protection does not extend to 
any programming language, rule or algorithm used for making a 
program (art. 10, para. 3). These concepts are clarifjed as 
follows: 

"(i) "Programing language" means letters and other symbols as 
well as their systems for use as means of expressing a 
program: 

(ii) "Rule" means a special rule on how to use in a particular 
program a programming mentioned in the preceding item: 

(iii) "Algorithm" means methods of combining, in a program, 
ins~ructions given to a computer." 

In connection with the specified exceptions, Prof. Kitagawa 
argues that "these exceptions are necessary because since a program 
can only be completed through a variety of technological 
intermediaries (e.g., flowchart, algorithm) and with the help of 
programming language or interface information, the idea-expression 
dichotomy in computer programs does not become very meaningful 
without identifying which of these matters belongs to the 
expression of a program" (Kitagawa, 1989, p. 13). 

In accordance with another authority: 

"In contrast to the leading cases in the United States, which 
seem to afford very b~oad protection to computer programs, the 
general opinion in Japan is that, just like scientific works, 
computer programs enjoy rather thinner scope of protection 
than works such as novels, which are given rather broad 
protection even to their plots and basis structures." 
(Tatsumi, p. 16-17). 

In line with the above opinion, a case judged by the Tokyo 

u For a criticism on the inclusion of these latter concepts, see 
Vanderberghe, 1989, p.410. 
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High Court ruled that "a sequence of operations" contained in a 
computer program is a "method of solution" non-protectible under 
,Japanese copyright law (Tokyo High Court Order, 20 June 1990, 
Hanrei Jijo N9 1322, p. 138). 

2.3 Summary 

This section has shown how difficult it is to establish the 
frontiers between protectible and non-protectible elements of 
software. The idea/expression dichotomy provides a general 
guidance, but it is clearly insufficient to judge specific cases in 
such a complex technical context. The issues dealt with are not 
only of juridical interest: the way in which they are solved may 
have important implicatio~s on competition patterns and on the rate 
of innovation and diffusion. Lack of protection may affect 
potential investment in developing new products; but over
protection is likely to erect entry barriers which are too high and 
slow down the rate of generation and diffusion of innovations. 

It is certainly difficult to strike a billance between all the 
interests involved. Recent trends in US case law and the Japanese 
position seem to indicate, however, that a too broad protection 
(including elements of internal sequence and structure and "look 
and feel") has not reached consensus; a more flexible approach is 
likely to prevail in the 1990's. This view is partially confirmed 
by developments relating to "reverse engineering" to be considered 
in the next section. 

3 • REVERSE ENGINEERING AND SOF'l'lfARE DEVELOPMENT 

In view of the preceding discussion, a relevant question for 
a software producer is to what extent the concepts, ideas and 
structure of an existing program can be used to independently 
develop a program which may be attached to or substitute the 
original one? Is it possible to use the same screen symbols, 
command structures and other aspects of u£er interfaces? Is it 
legitimate to use reverse engineering and other methods to obtain 
the underlying information of an existing program? 

It is, of course, impossible to reply to these questions 
without taking into consideration a specific legal system and its 
principles and rules. However, multilateral negotiations on 
intellectual property are framing international standards on the 
matter, strongly influenced by developments and approaches in the 
most advanced countries. In the present international scenario, the 
room for national legislation tn adopt particular solutions in the 
area of intellectual proper / h.ive also been limited by the use by 
some developed countries of ~rade-related sanctions as a means to 
ensure high standards of protection 

Whatever the legal framework, a better knowledge of policy 
issues and how to safely envisage software development at the firm 
level is important. This section is intended to provide elements in 
that respect. 
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3.1 What is "Reverse Engineering" in the Software Area? 

Reverse engineering, or reverse analysis, is the study of a 
product to understand its functional aspects and underlying ideas. 
In 1989 a United States District Court defined it in a software 
copyright infringement case as: 

" a fair and honest means of •.• starting with the known 
product and working backwards to analyze how the product 
operates or it was made". :s:s 

There is a multiplicity of methods of reverse engineering in 
the software area. They range from reading manuals and other 
materials to more complex decompilation and disassembly. :s. Based 
on ECIS, 3~ the following methods may be distinguished: 

READING MANUALS: The simplest method of reverse analysis is 
studying manuals that describe a program's operation. This type of 
analysis is so commonplace that most people would not think of it 
as "reverse engineering", but it is. The study of a manual does not 
give the reader the right to republish a similar manual. 

TEST RUNS: In this common reverse engineering technique, data 
are fed into a program, and the output is examined to analyze how 
the program operates. The data are continually altered, and the 
resulting output is examined, until a particular process or method 
of operation is understood. 

CONNECTION TESTS: These are used to develop and test 
communication programs. Messages are sent from a program running on 
one computer, to a program running on another computer, and the 
results are analyzed. "Line traces", analyzing signals transmitted 
over a communication line, can be used to dete~mine the required 
timing, sequence, and meaning of communication protocols. Failures 
may be analyzed by memory dumps (discussed below) to correct 
errors. 

STORAGE MEDIA DUMPS: Computer programs organize data according 
to predefined formats. This technique prints the data directly from 
a disc or other storage medium, permitting study of the format in 
which a program records data, so that an engineer can write a new 

n Secure Servs. Technology Inc. v. Time & Space Processing. Inc. 
722 F. Supp. 1354, 1361, n. 16 (E.D. Va. 1989). 

3
• In the debate on the legal admissibility of reverse 

engineering, this concept is often limited to decompilation. In turn, 
decompilation is being used to include disassembly (OTA, 1992, p. 148). 
These notions, however, should be properly used in order to adequately 
deal with the legal issues (see also in this regard Kitagawa, 1989). 

'~ "Reverse analysis of computer programs", undated document. 
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program that can read data stored by the first program, such as a 
word processing program that can read and edit documents written by 
another word processing program. 

MEMORY DUMPS: A memory dump consists of printing or displaying 
on a screen the portion of a program or data residing temporarily 
in the main memory of a computer. The memory dump is displayed in 
machine or nobject" code (zeros and ones) and can be understood 
only by the most expert programmers. This technique is often used 
when a program stops in mid-stream due to technical difficulti~s. 

REVERSE ASSEMBLY AND REVERSE COMPILATION: Reverse assembly and 
reverse compilation (or "decompilatio'l") permit analysis similar to 
the analysis permitted by memory dumps, but do not require that 
programmers read object code. Reverse assembly usually consists of 
converting zeros and ones into assembly language, a language 
perceptible to some skilled programmers. Decompilation - attempting 
to convert assembly language into an approximation of the original 
source code - is essentially a misnomer because so much of the 
original source code that is lost during compilation cannot be 
restored by decompilation. Decompilation is, thus, better 
understood as a series of techniques for understanding the logic of 
a program available only in object code form. 

The main legal problems have been posed by the above-mentioned 
methods of reverse engineering: decompilation and disassembly. One 
of the reasons for this is that copyright law generally confers on 
the title-holder the exclusive right to reproduce the copyrighted 
work, and reverse engineering requires such reproduction in order 
to be implemented (Soltysinski, 1990, p. 458-459). 

As mentioned, the product of decompilation and disassembly 
would never be identical to the original source program. "At the 
very least, comments and the names of labels, variables, and 
procedures would be lost in the assembly or compilation process and 
could not be recovered. In addition, the structure of the 
decompiled program would not necessarily be the same as that of 
the original program, although this would depend on the compiler 
that had been used. Because of the loss of mnemonics and much of 
the structure of the program, considerable work is required to 
understand the decompiled or disassembled program" (OTA, 1992, p. 
147). 

Decompilation and disassembly are complex, time-consuming and 
laborious tasks. As noted by the EC Commission in the Explanatory 
Memorandum accompanying its original proposal for the Software 
Protection Directive, "although it is technically possible to 
decompile a program in order to fir1d out information concerning 
access protocols and interfaces this is a lengthy, costly and 
inefficient procedure". 36 The process requires considerable skills 
and while executing it the programmers must supply information not 
available in the computer executable program. If the purpose of the 

>• o.J. Eur. Comm. {N 9 c 91) ~ (1989). 
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process is to obtain a "clone" program, once the programmer has 
completed the analysis and determined the detailed specifications, 
he has to initiate the software engineering development in order to 
transform the specifications into a new source code. 

Decompilation and disassembly are not conducted lightly 
(Vinje, 1991, p. 6) nor used routinely in the industry. It is not 
comparable to "piracy", i.e. the mere reproduction of an existing 
program by copying of its object code. The Office of Technology 
Assessment did not find evidence indicating that decompilation is 
widely used by "pirates" to decompile entire programs and then 
rearrange the code in an attempt to hide copying (OTA, 1992, p. 
148). 

3.2 Reasons for Reverse Engineering 

Reverse analysis may be employed not only for the development 
of compatible or substitute products. The main reasons for its use 
are the following: 

Debugging 

To "debug" or fix problems in a program distributed in a 
machine-readable format, an end-user or third-party mai: .tenance 
provider must be able to disassemble portions of the program, 
insert "break points" where the program will stop its operation, 
and examine the computer's memory values to find where the problem 
occurs. 

Systems integration 

Systems integration requires extensive reverse analysis to 
learn how products from several vendors will best work together, 
with or without additional software. 

Interoperable product development 

The development of products which may interoperate with 
existing products is one of the main paths of growth of the 
informatics industry and of diffusion of the computer technology. 
In order to create programs that interoperate, it is necessary to 
know the employed interfaces and protocols. It may also be 
necessary to know the layout (structure a~d content) used when the 
program writes information to a data file on a disk. 

Research and development of competitive products 

A fourth reason for reverse engineering is to develop a 
product that would be a substitute and compete with the original 
one. Incremental innovation is fundamental in the softwaI e industry 
and hence a basic reason to analyze existing programs is to 
understand underlying ideas and the state of th~ arc in order to 
improve upon them. 
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3.3 The Legal Issues in USA. Europe and Japan 

As mentioned above, the legal problem of admissibility of 
reverse engineering is linked to the scope of exclusive rights 
conferred by copyright, particularly as regards to the reproduction 
involved in decompilation processes. Legal systems in 
industrialized countries diverge on the solution to be given to 
this problem, as indicated by recent legislation and case law which 
is reviewed below. 

a) United states: A changing scenario 

US legislation does not address specifically the issue of 
decompilation. 37 Many computer lawyers have held that since 
decompiling a program involves making an unauthorized copy of the 
program, this copy itself is a copyright infringement. It would 
also constitute the misappropriation of a trade secret and a breach 
of license agreements usually restricting decompilation (Samuelson, 
1992, p. 7). It was generally admitted, however, that a possible 
statutory defence of unauthorized reproduction was provided by the 
"fair use" doctrine as contained in Article 107 of the Copyright 
Act. In accordance ~ith the Committee on the Judiciary of the House 
of Representatives, "U.S. copyright law does not provide a 
categorical, statuary, exception to exclusive rights expressly 
authorizing decompilati0n or other reverse engineering activities. 
The copyright liabilities of programers, decompilers and other 
reverse engineers is determined under the law of fair use, codified 
in 17 USC 107. The flexibility of the fair use doctrine permits 
users, proprietors and courts to judge such proposed use or case on 
its merits. It avoids the rigidity of a specific exception which, 
as technology changes over time, can become grossly unfair to 
copyright owner~ as well as users. '' 31 

Case law on this issue has contributed to clarify the 
admissibility of decompilation. In NEC Corp. v Intel Corp, 39 the 
court did not condemn the disassembling of an Intel microcode 

37 In fact, the situation is the same in the rest of the world with 
the sole exception, at present, of the EC Directive on Computer Programs 
which is commented below. Amendments to copyright laws to incorpo~ate 
software issues have been mainly concerned with piracy policies and with 
the regulation of reproduction, adaptation and, in some case, 
distribution rights. 

31 Note addressed to the United States Trade Representative on 
21.2.90. 

39 67.434 (tl.D. Cal. Feb. 6, 1989), 
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(8086/88 microprocessor chips) for the purpose of researching and 
developing a competitive microcode program: 

"··· The court found no infringement, basing its holding on 
the following findings: 

1. No substantial similarity of the works "considered as a 
whole": 

2. Insufficient evidence that NEC copied important parts of 
Intel's microcode: 

J. Programming "constraints" accounting for similarities between 
the two microcodes: and 

4. The limited number of ways in which to express the ideas 
underlying some of Intel's more basic microroutines. 

The findings of the court were particularly well supported 
through the evidence of "Clean Room" microcode presented to 
the court. NEC had contended that many of Intel's 
microsequences were not copyrightable because they were made 
up of only a few obvious steps and thus lacked the originality 
necessary for copyright protection. • • The court looked to 
Clean Room microcode, developed by a third party, as 
compelling evidence that the similarities between the NEC 
microcode and the Intel microcode resulted from constraints. 
It found that the Clean Room microcode was governed by the 
same constraints as applied to the NEC microcode, and that 
copying was not involved" (OTA, 1992, p. 71-72). 

A recent case, Sega Enterprises Ltd. v Accolade Inc, 40 has 
confirmed the interpretation suggested by Nee v. Intel decision in 
more categoric and precise terms. The court ruled that intermediate 
copying necessary for disassembly of computer object code is a fair 
use where it is the only way to gain access to the ideas and 
functional elements embodied in a copyrighted computer program and 
where there is a legitimate reason to seek such access. Accolade 
had made an intermediate copy and disassembly of a Sega video game 
object code to make compatible video games. The court specifically 
dealt with the use of such techniques in order to develop a 
competitive product. It stated that: 

" an attempt to monopolize the market by making it 
impossible for others to compete runs counter to the statutory 
purpose of promoting crcati ve expression and cannot constitute 
a strong equitable basis for resisting the invocation of the 
fair use doctrin'." 

Sega v. Accolade also sided with Computer Assoc. v Altai (see 
above, section 2) in t~rning away from the reasoning in Whelan v 
Dental, holding that because of the hybrid nature of computer 

4° CA 9 , No 9 2-15 6 5 5 , 10 • 2 0 . 9 2 • 
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programs, there is no settled standard for distinguishing protected 
expression from an unprotected idea in a computer copyright case. 

b) Europe 

~5 already mentioned, the approval of the EC Directive on the 
Protection of Computer Programs gave raise to an intense debate on 
revers~ engineering and decompilation issues. Article 5.3 provides 
that -. person having a right to use a copy of a computer program is 
ent-~led "to observe, study or test the functioning of the program 
in order to determine the ideas and principles which underlie any 
element of the program if he does so while performing any of the 
acts of loading, displaying, running, transmitting or storing the 
program which he is entitled to do". 

The solution reached on decompilation is contained in 
Article 6 "Decompilation" (the text of the Directive is reproduced 
in Annex 3). The Directive permits decompilation when it is 
"indispensable to obtain the information necessary to achieve the 
interoperability of an independently created program with other 
programs". 

Article 6 means, first, that such information could not be 
obtained from other sources, e.g. from written published materials. 
In practice, information contained in these materials is frequently 
incomplete or too inaccurate to develop an interoperable product. 

Second, that decompilation is only legitimate to achieve 
"interoperability". Two products are "interoperable" (or 
"compatible") when they are interchangeable and can function 
together as part of the same system, despite their being eventually 
developed independently by different producers. 

Third, interoperability need not be related (as proposed in 
previous drafts of the Directive) to the original decompiled 
program, but to "other programs". This has been interpreted41 as 
allowing for the development not only of programs that attach to 
the original one but also of programs that compete with or 
substitute it on the market. Such an interpretation has been 
confirmed by the EC's own Commission in its communication to the 
European Parliament of January 1991 and in its Twentieth Annual 
Competition Law Report: 

"The Commission's concern (regarding the Computer Programs' 
Directive) was to ensure that a fair balance was maintained 
be-tween, on the one hand, the protection of the rights 
attaching to the program and, on the other, the safeguarding 
of an economic environment that could encourage competition 
and innovation on the market ••• Decompilation is permitted to 
the extent necessary to ensure the interoperability of an 
independently created computer program. Such a program may 

41 See ECIS, "WIPO memorandum en questions concerning a possible 
protocol to the Berne Convention. ECIS Comments" (undated document). 
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connect to the program subject to decompilation. Alternatively 
it may compete with the decompiled program and in such cases 
will not normally connect to it. Article 6 does not however 
permit decompilation beyond what is necessary to achieve the 
interoperability of the independently created program. It 
cannot therefore be used to create a program reproducing parts 
of a decompiled program having no relevance to the 
interoperability of the independently created program. 1142 

Article 6 of the EC Directive contains, in addition to the 
mentioned general conditions for decompilation, a number of 
specifications for decompilation to legally proceed: it should be 
conducted by a person authorized to use a copy of the program; the 
necessary information for interoperability should not be previously 
readily available; the acts should be confined to parts of the 
program necessar./ to achieve interoperability. 43 

c) Japan 

Like in the United States, there is no specific provision on 
decompilation in the copyright law. However, based on the 
distinction between protectible and unprotectible subject matter 
(see section 1, above) , the prevailing legal opinion seems to 
favour a flexible approach. While pointing out the "gap" existing 
on this issue in modern copyright law and the various techniques of 
reverse engineering, Prof. Kitagawa suggests that from a legal 
point of view reverse engineering may be analyzed only after the 
type of technique used has been ascertained (Kitagawa, 1989, 
p. 21). 

In accordance with another authority, reverse engineering 
should be deemed as "fair use" and if the copyright owner "claims 
infringement because of his or her computer program being reverse 
engineered, such a claim should be regarded as an abuse of his or 
her copyright and should be dismissed" (Tatsumi, p. 20). In the 
view of the quoted author: 

"The essence of computer programs lies in technology, and 
technology in general progresses step by step and 
incrementally on the basis of the achievements accomplished by 
our predecessors. In this respect, there is a need for access 
to be allowed to the technology contained in computer programs 
in order to promote development of better software technology. 
There may also be a need for knowing interface specifications 
or communication protocols contained in computer programs in 

0 EC Commission, CM 60 91 410 Part II, ch. 2.1.4 (g), p. 67-68. 

43 This latter condition might be interpreted as providing a de 
facto protection to ideas which are unprotectible under copyright 
principles. The same would apply to Article 6.2.a (see annex and Vinje, 
1992, p.7)). Such an interpretation would, however, be contradictory 
with the expression/idea distinction as dealt with in Article 1.2 of the 
Cirective. 
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order to develop compatible machines or to realize 
interconnection between computers. Meeting these needs will 
promote the advanced of software technology and activate the 
computer-related information market in a way desirable to the 
users of computers systems. However, in order to meet these 
needs, computer programs developed by others may sometimes 
have to be disassembled or decompiled, or otherwise analyzed 
and the permissibility of this act of analyzing other computer 
programs called "the reverse engineering" is disputed and 
discussed internationally, especially when it accompanies 
reproduction or adaption of computer programs." 
(Tatsumi, p. 18-19) 

As expressed, the position in Japan on reverse engineering 
would not limit its legal admissibility (as suggested also by the 
Sega v. Accolade case in the United states) to the information 
necessary for the interoperability of programs like under the EC 
Directive. Such a method might be employed for gaining access, in 
principle, to any ideas and functional elements embodied in a 
protected program. 

J.4 Implications for Software Development 

Issues considered in section 2 and in the preceding paragraphs 
are complex and subject to diverging solutions under different laws 
examined above. However uncertain the situation still is in 
industrialized countries, in developing countries the scenario is 
even less defined. Given the relatively low significance of 
original software development in the latter countries and the 
weight of imported packaged software therein, it is not surprising 
that legislation (wherever enacted or amended) and case law has not 
specifically dealt with "second generation" issues or did so 
incidentally. 

How can software be safely developed in that scenario? The 
reply to this question should take into account , first, that the 
software market is largely internationalized and that any 
significant development is likely to transcend national boundaries. 
Second, to the extent that the development of new programs may be 
based on reverse engineering techniques applied to foreign-owned 
programs, there would be a likelihood of legal conflicts with more 
powerful and law-skilled program owners. Third, such a reply should 
be provided at two levels: 

At the policy level, it would be important to establish clear 
rules that reduce uncertainty on possible developments and 
create an appropriate environment to that end; 

At the enterprise level, promoting software development 
techniques that are compatible with the legal framework and 
able to avoid later troubles and contention. 
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a) Policy level 

At the policy level, a debate seems still necessary on the 
best ways of reconciling software protection with incremental 
innovation and improvement on programs. The access to underlying 
ideas and concepts seems essential for that purpose. Even while 
recognizing that protection should not be merely limited to literal 
elements of the expression, it should not go so far as to embrace 
structural aspects that should remain non-appropriable. Reverse 
engineering methods should be, therefore, allowed both to develop 
attachable or substitute products in order to promote competition, 
provided that the new product is not substantially similar to the 
original one. In this regard, a clear distinction should be made 
between the development process, on the one side, and the end 
product, on the other: if the latter is strikingly similar to the 
original in its expression, it would be infringing whatever process 
was used. 

b) Enterprise level 

As illustrated by the SAS v. S&H case (see section 2, above), 
an appropriate documentation of the different phases of the 
development process is essential from a legal perspective. 
Adequately preserved print-outs of source code may be a critical 
element for judicial proof in case of alleged infringement. 
Moreover, in order to be prepared for an ide~/expression or reverse 
engineering dispute, software producers may adopt specific 
procedures, such as "double blind development, outside development, 
isolated company design team, non-isolated internal development, 
etc." (Pilny, 1992, p. 211). 

The "clean room" procedure is a well known reverse engineering 
practice in which "one team of software developers studies the code 
of a copyrighted program to extract the underlying functionality 
( ideas) • A second team (which has never had c:.ccess to the 
copyrighted code) then creates a new program, based on the first 
team's functional specifications" (OTA, 1990, p. 20). 

Given the type of software, the degree of eventual dispute may 
Le different. Thus, in the case of microcode programs, as shown by 
the NEC v. Intel case, and of operating systems, the multiplicity 
of expressions is considerably limited by the functional 
specifications of the program. Another relevant element may be the 
existence of an economic relationship (e.g. as employee or 
subcontractor) with the owner of the original program. 

4. MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

1) International developments on software protection 

International developments on software protection, 
particularly within GATT, clearly point towards the affirmation of 
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copyright as the main form of software protection.'' However, the 
TRIPs Draft Agreement has o~ly dealt with limited aspects of the 
problem: a) the idea/expression dichotomy is addressed in a general 
way, leaving the implementation of the principle to national 
legislations; b) software is treated as a literary work, with its 
implications on the term of protection and the application of other 
rules of the Berne Convention; c) rental rights are specifically 
provided for. 

No specific provision is found in said draft dealing with 
decompilation and appropriability of user interfaces (and "look and 
feel" aspects), two of the main issues still searching for a 
solution. 

The negotiation of an eventual protocol to the Berne 
Convention may provide an opportunity for the establishment of new 
standards on those matters. 

2) Protection of ideas and expression 

The study made indicates that the underlying ideas and 
concepts of a program are not deemed protectible under copyright 
law in general. Recent US case law seems to narrow down previous 
judicial interpretation extending protection to the structure, 
sequence and organization of a program. Given the complexity of 
this issue, divergences are likely to prevail for a long time among 
different national laws. 

3) Reverse engineering 

Reverse engineering, including decompilation and disassembly, 
are admitted as a legitimate means of development of interoperable 
or competitive products, under differing conditions, according to 
reviewed national and European laws. Considerable uncertainty 
exists, however, on the precise limits of permitted and prohibited 
acts. 

The situation regarding this topic is particularly dramatic in 
developing countries, where neither legislation nor case law have 
yet addressed the complex legal and technical aspects involved. 
Those countries should develop legal frameworks conducive for 
innovation and sound competition in the software industry, and 
actively participate in the framing of international standards 
compatible with the use of legitimate ter.hniques of software 
enhancement and development • 

.. Though not dealt with in this paper, the growing acceptance of 
software patents, at least in the United States, is a trend to be 
carefully followed. 
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ANNEX 1 

DRAFT AGREEMENT ON ·!'RADE-RELATED ASPECTS OF INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY RIGHTS, INCLUDING TRADE IN COUNTERFEIT GOODS 

(Text as of 21.12.91) 

PART II: STANPABDS CQHCEBNING THE AVAILABILITY. SCOPE 
AND USE OF Uf!'EIJ.ECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

SECTION l; COPYRIGHT AND Rfil,ATED RIGHTS 

Article 9; Relation to Berne Convention 

1. Member~ shall comply with Articles 1-21 and the Appendix of 
the Berne Convention ( 1971). However, MelRbers shall not have 
rights or obligations under this Aqreeaent in respect of the rights 
conferred under Article 6~ of that Convention or of the rights 
derived therefrom. 

2. Copyright protection shall extend to expressions and not to 
ideas, procedures, methods of operation or mathematical concepts as 
such. 

Article 10; Computer Programs and Compilations of Data 

1. Computer programs, whether in source or object code, shall be 
protected as literary works under the Berne Convention (1971). 

2. Compilations of data or other material, whether in machine 
readable or other form, which by reason of the selection or 
arrangement of their contents constitute intellectual creations 
shall be protected as such. Such protection, which shall not 
extend to the data or material itself, shall be without prejudice 
to any copyright subsisting in the data or material itself. 

Article 11: Rental Rights 

In respect of at least computer programs and cinematographic 
works, a Member shall provide authors and their successors in title 
the right to authorise or to prohibit the commercial rental to the 
public of originals or copies of their copyright works. A Member 
shall be excepted from this obligation in respect of 
cinematographic works unlP-ss such rental has led to widespread 
copying of such works which is ma:.erially impairing the exclusive 
right of reproduction conferred in that Member on authors and their 
successors in title. In respect of computer programs, this 
obligation does not apply to rentals where the program itself is 
not the essential object of the rental. 

Article 12; Term of Protection 

Whenever the term of protection of a work, other than a 
photographic work or a work of applied art, is calculated on a 
basis other than the life of a natural person, such term shall be 
no less than fifty years from the end of the calendar year of 
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authorised publication, or, failing such authorised publication 
within fifty years fro• the making of the work, fifty years from 
the end of the calendar year of making. 

Article 13: Limitations and E>Cceptions 

MeJ!lbers shall confine limitations or exceptions to exclusive 
rights to certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal 
exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the 
legitimate interests of the right holder. 

Article 14: Protection of Performers. Pro<iucers of Phonograms 
CSound Recordings) and Broadcasting Organizations 

1. In respect of a fixation of their performance on a phonogram, 
performers shall have the possibility of preventing the following 
acts when undertaken without their authorisation: the fixation of 
their unfixed performance and the reproduction of such fixation. 
Performers shall also have the possibility of preventing the 
following acts when undertaken without their authorisation: the 
broadcasting by wireless means and the communication to the public 
of their live performance. 

2. Producers of phonograms shall enjoy the right to authorise or 
prohibit the direct or indirect reproduction of their phonograms. 

3. Broadcasting organisations shall have the right to prohibit 
the f~llowing acts when undertaken without their authorisation: the 
fixation, the reproduction of fixations, and the rebroadcasting by 
wireless means of broadcasts, as well as the communication to the 
public of television broadcasts of the same. Wh~re Members do not 
grant such rights to broadcasting organisations, they shall provide 
owners of copyright in the subject matter of broadcasts with the 
possibility of preventing the above acts, subject to the provisions 
of the Berne Convention (1971). 

4. The provisions of Articla 11 in respect of computer programs 
shall apply mutatis mutandis to producers of phonograms and any 
other right holders in phonograms as determined in domestic law. 
If, on the date of adoption pf the Final Act Establishing the 
Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations a 
MeJ!lber has in force a system of equitable remuneration of right 
holders in respect of the rental of phonograms, it may maintain 
such system provided that the commercial rental of phonograms is 
not giving rise to the material impairment of the exclusive rights 
of reproduction of right holders. 

5. The term of the protection available under this Agreement to 
performers and producers of phonograms shall last at least until 
the end of a period of fifty years computed from the end of the 
calendar year in which the fixation was made or the performance 
took place. The term of protection granted pursuant to paragraph 
3 above shall last for at least twenty years from the end of the 
calendar year in which the broadcast took place. 
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6. Any Member may, in relation to the rights conferred under 
paragraphs 1-3 above, provide for conditions, limitations, 
exceptions and reservations to the extent permitted by the Rome 
Convention. However, the provisions of Article 18 of the Berne 
Convention (1971) shall also apply, autatis mutandis, to the rights 
of performers and producers of phonograms in phonograms. 
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Prepar.itory tbrorardm by the \llR) Cannittee of Experts on the Berne C'.omicncion W:th 
Regard to the Protection of Literary and Artistic ~rks. NcNmber 1991 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

19. The WIPO •Hodel Provisions on the Protection of Computer Software• 
published in 1978 define coaputer prograas as follows: •A 'co•puter program• 
is a set of instructions expressed in words, codes, schemes or in any other 
fora, which is capable, when incorporated in a machine-readable aediua, of 
causing a •coaputer•~an electronic or siailar device having infor.ation
p_rocessing capabilities--to perfora or achieve a particular task or result.• 
This definition is aore than ten years old but it still seems to be usable 
since it reflects appropriately the essential elements of the notion of 
computer prograas. 

20. The first question that should be discussed is whether it .ay be 
considered an obligation under the Berne Convention to protect coaputer 
proqraas as a category of-literary and artistic works. 

21. Article 2(1) of the Berne Convention provides that •[t)he expression 
'literary and artistic works' shall include every production in the literary, 
scientific and artistic do.ain, wbatever aay be the aode or fora of its 
expression.• This general desc;iption'of the meaning of •literary and artistic 
worts• is followed by a non-exhaustive list of such works. 

22. It is not stated explicitly in Article 2(1) of the Berne Convention, but. 
the records of the various diplomatic conferences adopting and revising the 
Berne Convention~and, in~r~spe~~ of ~llections, also the text (Article 2(5)) 
of the Convention itself--i~dicate that the •productions• considered works are 
those which constitute original \ntel~ectual creations. 

23. The questions of the intellectuaiproperty protection of coaputer 
programs were first discussed at the i~ternational level during the 
preparati~n of the Hodel Provisions o~ the Protection of Computer Software 
referred to in paragraph 19, above. 

24. At that time, the relative newness of computer technology and the scarcity 
of relevant legislation and case law resulted in considerable uncertainty in 
this field. The 1978 Hodel Provision~ offered certain ainiaua provisions tbat 
constituted a sui generis.systea. At the same tiae, the COllllentary ~o the said 
Hodel Provisio~stressed.that they should not be ;nderstood as necessarily 
requiring adoption of a separate sui generis law, and that they could be 
imple~ented by a copyright law. 

25. Since then, the trends towards copyright protection has prevailed over 
sui generis protection ~hrou?bout th~ world. .i. 

26. Notwithstanding this prevailing.trend, it cannot be said that the 
professional circles un~formly believ~ that copyright is the best kind of 
protection of computer pr09rams,-~nd that granting copyright protection is 
required by Berne Conventi~p. . · 

27. The following aain doubts were raised concerning copyright protection of 
computer programs: (a) the purpose of CC>llputer progra•s is to cause a 
COlllputer--that is, a aachine--to per~or• or achieve a particular task or 
result, which is alien to the notion of literary and artistic works: 
(b) although computer programs in source code form can be perceived by human 
beings, that is not the case in respect of computer progra•s in object code 
fo1m; (c) computer programs are frequently aade of sub-routine ele•ents, and 
such programs may not be considered ~riginal; (d) copyright laws cannot be 
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applied directly for the protection of co•puter prograss; specific provisions 
are necessary; (e) the 50 year ~ •ortea auctoris minimum ter~ of 
protection under the Berne Convention is too long, since computer prograas 
usually become outdated in a auch shorter tiae; (f) copyright does not 
protect algorithms, which are considered the 11<>st fundamental creative 
eleae~ts of computer prograas. 

28. When copyright protection for coaputer prograas vas granted in various 
countries, either by legislation or by court decisions, the following answers 
were given to the doubts referred to in the pre~eding paragraph: (a) coaputer 
progra~s are basically.writings, and, under-Article 2(1) of the Berne , _ 
Convention, the purpose for which writings are created is irrelevant.froa the 
viewpoint of their qualifying as literary works; not only works of literature 
proper. but also scientific writings ano writings with a purely utilitarian or 
coaaercial aim should be protected as iiterary i.orts, if they are original · 
intellectual creations; (b) C09pUter prograas:in object code fora share tbe 
copyright status of·otber literary and artistic works stored in coaputer 
systems in machine-readable fora; they Can ~ retreived~•decoapilecl•~into a 
fora in which they are available to human beings;· if it were true tbat works 
in aachine-readable form~froe which they can be retrieved and made available 
in such a way--were not protect~, tbAt would he the end of copyright · 
protection because, with the quick development of coaputer tecbnOlogy, nearly 
all categories of worts can be included in coeputei: systems in such a way; . ' .. 
storage of worts in a camputer sys~ea:aus~ be considered reproduction; 
(c) with the exception of a few sliapl~=progra.ms, there is sufficient rooa for 
creativity in making coapi"ter prograaS; unle~s an unreasonably high 
originality test is applied; nearly aii C011pUter pr0graas would pass such a 
test; (d) the need for· specific provisions does not aean tbat the protection 
of a certain category of worts would be alien to copyright; the Berne 
Convention and national copyright laws also include specific provisions in 
respect of various otber categorie: of-literary and artistic works;.· (e) the 
alleged problem of too·long tera of piotection i& of an acadeaic nature; 
there are a number of other categories of-literary and artistic work& which 
aay become obsolete within a auch sbOrter period than 50 years; the latter 
should be considered nothing other t~ an upper liait; - -(f) it ·is quite 
appropriate that copyright does not-protect algorithas~as it does not protect 
any idea, procedure_, pr~ess, aetbOd _:Of operation, concept, principle or 
discovery, in general-~t only the ~rete expre~sions thereof; - tbis ls 
precisely why copyright Can offer aPiiropriate protection for coeputer programs 
without creating unreasonable obstac~es to independent creation o~ such 
programs. 

29. - The reasons discussed in the preceding paragraph see• convincing, and 
have_ also been justified by t.he actu~l application of copyright. protection of 
computer programs in a ..nuaber of eouptrie •• 

30. ·Jt is proposed that !!!! possible 
Protoc:Oi -

1.!l should provide that countries 
2!!!I to ~ Protocol !.!!. obliged ~ 
grant copyright protection ~.computer 
prograas ~-!.!!!!. the protection !!!!!. 

:_!!!the.!!!! (subject to certain 
exceptions !,P!Cified below) ~ !!!!· 
Berne Convention provides !2! literary 
and artistic ~, ~ 
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(b) should indicate that the . 
notion of computer programs comorises 
b•)th operation system programs and 
application programs, whether in source 
code for• ~ in object ~ form. 

31. One of the consequences of such provisions in the proposed Protocol would 
be that all provisions of the Berne Convention.which do not deal_ with special 
kinds of works, as for exaaple cinematographic works, would apply also to 
computer programs. Such provisions (aentioned in the order in which they 
appear.in the Berne Convention) would. in particular (since the following list 

·is not~exhaustive), in~lude the following: 

(i) the protection of coai>uter progra~s wou~~ •operate for the 
benefit of the author and his successors in title~ (Article 2(7)): if 
one should allow that the protection operate in_ favor of soa~one else, 
for example the person who directs the creation of the computer prograa; 
the Protocol should so state: this solution would be an~logous to the 
solution of Article 14bis of:~he Berne Convention concerning 
cinematographic works; 

(ii) the criteria of eligibility for protection under the Berne 
Convention (Article )(1) and (2)) would apply also to computer prograas; 
if, however, one would adopt the solution indicated in itea (i), in fine, 
above, the Protocol should parallel Article 4(a) in respect of cOllputer 
programs; 

(iii) the definition of publication (Article 3(3)) should also apply to 
coaputer prograas; however, sin~e llOSt computer programs are not made 
available in a nuaber of copies sufficient •to satisfy the reasonable 
requireaents of the ~ublic,• aosi coeputer progra•s would remain .. 
unpublished, and the;,rules ~ncerning unpubli~Jled works should apply to 
thea; 

(iv) the requireaent of national treatment and the.ainimua rights 
(•rights specially granted by the Convention•) (Article 5(1)) would apply 
to computer prograas; any present national law not respecting those 
ainiaa woult! have ~o ·be J.IOC)ified; · · 

(v) the enjoyaent and the exercise of these.rights (that is;·national 
treatment and the rights specially granted by the Convention) could not 
be subject to any fofmality (Article 5(2)) even in the case of computer 
programs; 

(vi) the prohibition of reciprocity (Article 5(1)) would (subject to 
the possibility of •coaparl•on of t~ras• under Article 7(8) and the 
unimportant and so far never applied exception provided for in Article 6), 
apply to computer prograas; consequently, those national laws that today 
allow reciprocity would have to be c~anged; 

(vii) aoral rig'.ts (Article 6bls) would apply to authors of .computer 
programs, .unless t~e solution referred to in item ( i), ~ !.!!!!1 1• 

· adopted; but even if that solut_lon ls not adopted, moral rights could be 
· clai11~d in prac~ice rarely since in most cases the authors of computer · 
programs are.unidentifiable; 
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(viii) the m1n1mum tera of protection generally applicable (Article 7(1), 
(3) and (5) to (8) and 7bis) would apply also to.computer programs; 
if one would Adopt the solution indicated in item (i), in fine, above, 
lhe Protocol should provide for a tera of protection for computer 
programs that'-are· siailar to the.one provided for. in Article .7(2) for 
cinematographic works; naaely, for SO years froa their publication, 
or, in the absence of publication,. for SO years from their making; 
consequently, thos~ national laws that today protect computer programs 
for less than 50 years (froa the death of the author, from first 
pu~lication or f~oa first aaking available to the public, as the case aay 
be) would have to be changed; 

(ix) the exclusive right of authorizing ,a1terations (Article 12) would 
apply to _computer programs; the transfor~tion of computer programs froa 
one computer •1anguage• into another·shoul~ be considered to·be covered 
by this right rather than by the right of-translation (Article 8) in view 
of the fact that tbe notion of translation under the Convention was and 
is intended to cover real, that is, huaa~ languages, and.that the use of 
the word •language• in the field of computers is merely a symbolic 
designation: A · 

(x) the provisions on the right to enforce protected rights 
(Article 15(1), (2) A!ld (4)) would apply to computer programs; 

(xi).the·provisions on seizur~:(Article 16} would apply to coaputer 
programs. 

32. Of the provisions on tbe ainiaa under the Berne Convention, there seems 
.to be one,· naaely Article 9(2)~free ~e~roduction in certain special cases~ 
concerning'wbicb, when appli~~ to.COllputer programs, the views of professional 
circles signifi~ntly differ,"and concerning which governments having 
legislated or planning to legislate in·tbis field~do not seem to agre~. . . . 
33. The question is which are the special cases where free reproduction of 
coaputer prograas does not conflict with normal exploitation and does not 
unreasonably prejudice the legitiaate·~ interests of copyright owners and, thus, 
where such repr~uction can be allowed •. _ 

34. Although differences in views still exist, there seems to be growing 
~-

agreement concerning the following points: (a) taking into account the 
purpose and value of coaputer programs, free copying for private purposes~ 
except for cases that are covered by:·points (b) and (c), below--should not be 
allowed; (b) free copying by lawful owners, that ls, persons who have 
acquired ownership of copies of (not,_ of the copyr lght in) computer programs 
should be allowed in certain ciicumstances; · (c) free decompilation of . ~ 

computer programs (see paragraph 37, ·-below) should also be allowed under 
certain conditions. 

JS. As regards paragraph 34(b), ab~ve, it is obvious that copying should be 
allowed if it. i• india~nsable for the use of a program in conjunction with a 
inachine for t~e purpose, and to the;~xtent of u•e, for which the ;prograa ha~ 
been lawfully obtained.·· Furthermore, it also seems justified toiallow making 
a •back-up copy• for archival purpo~·~· as a security measure, for cases where 
the replacement of the program may become necessary. 
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36. In addition to clarifying the extent to which a lawful owne! of a 
computer program may make a copy, it also seems necessary to make it clear 
that the right of adaptation under Article 12 oz the Berne Convention does not 
include the right to prevent an adaptation_that is indispensable for using the 
computer;p~ogram in conjunction.~it~ ~_aachin~_for ,the_purpo~~· _and to the 
extent of.use,-for which the program has been·lawfully obtained._ 

37. Decomp11ation of computer programs means r~production and adaptation 
("translation") of computer progra11S into a form.in which the coding and 
structure of the program.c~n be examined and analyzed. It seems that such 
decom~ilation by lawful owners .of_ computer programs should be allowed, since 
such decompilation would not conflict-with any normal exploitation of the 
program and would not cause any unreasonab~e prejudice to the-legitimate 
interests of copyright owners, in cases where decompilation is needed to· 
obtain information.necessary to achieve interoperability of ijdependently 
created programs with the original programs concerned (from which it follows 
that decompilation must not be allowed if_ such _information is readily 
available from other sources), in respect of th~se parts of the original 
program concerned that are necessary to achieve interoperability. However, 
to avoid any conflict and prejudice referred to above, che information thus 
obtained should riot_ be used for the development, production or distribution of 
a program substantially similar in its expression to the originai program, or 
for any other act,i~fringing copyri~ht. 

38. It is proposed that the possible 
Protocol should provide 

. fil tha·t, without the · 
authorization of the owner of the ---copyright in it, it is, subject 
~ ill a?":_i .!£1. below, ~ permitted 
to reprouuce ! computer program for 
private purpases and 

. (b) that .!! .!.! ! matter for 
national legislation to permit the _ 
lawful ~ of ! ~ of ! computer 
program to .!!!.!!!• without the 

: authorization of the ~ of the 
copyright in ~ computer program, 
another ~ 2! !.!! adaptation of .!!!£!! ! 
program, provided that ~ ! ~ ~ 
adaptation .!!! 

. 1.!1 indispensable for using 
the

0

co111poter program in conjunction. 
~ ! machine for the purpase, ~ !2 
the extent of· ~· for which the program 
has been lawfully obtained:_, 2! 

.. ilil for archival purposes: 
a'nd,;· g necessa~ (~ !!!! !:!!!:!! !.!!.!! 

. the original ~ of the program .!! •· 
~· de£troycd .5!.! rendered unusable), 
for the replacement of the_~ lawfully 
obtained; provided !!!.!! ~ ! ~ 2!. 
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adaptat"ion may not be ~ for any 
purposes other than ~ ~ mentioned 
above ~ ~ !'e destroyed when the 
continued possession of copies or 
adaptations of the computer program 

-. ceases to be lawful; 

(c) it is also .! matter for 
national legislation to permit the 
lawful ~ of ! ~ of the computer 

·program to decompile, without ~ 
authorization of the ~ of the 
copyright in the computer prO<Jraa, the 
PrO<Jram into-! form in which its coding 
and structure £!! be examined, provided 
·that 

. 1.!J. .!!!£h decompilation should 
only.be allowed in~~~ 
information necessary to achieve 
interoperability of other independently 
created computer programs ~ ~ 
original prO<Jram.concerned is not 
readily av•ilable !!!:!! ~ sources, 

·and only in respect of those parts of 
the original program concerned that !..!.£.! 
necessary to achieve interoperability; 

i!.!l the.information obtained 
through ~ decompilation may only be 
used ~-achieve interoperabilitI of~ 
idependently created computer program, 
and aay ~ !!! ~ lli making ~program 
substan'tially similaic in its expression 
~ the original program, 2E .!2£ any· 
~ !£! ·infringing copyright. 

39. These three provisions, that is, those proposed in points (a), (b) and 
(c) of the preceding paragraph,· would be compatible with the Berne convention, 
because they would simply clarify, for certain situations, the meaning of 
Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention, and the provision under (a) also because 
it gives a •greater protection• (Article 19) to ~omputer programs than to 
other t~e~ of works; · · : 
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II 

(Aas 1vhou p11blicario11 i; not obli;:ato•)} 

COUNCIL 

COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 

of 14 May 1»1 

on chc legal pcorccnon of compurer programs 

(911250/EEQ 

lllE COUNCIL Of THE EUROPEAN COMMONmES. 

Having regud ro t:hc TcC2ty csablishing t:he Ewopc:aa 
E.c:onomic C.Ommu~ity and in pactjcub.r Aniclc lOOa 
dacrco!. 

Having r:gud to the prop0sal from the Commission(').. 

la coopention with the European Parliament(').. 

Ha-wing rcgud to the opinion or the Economic and Social 
Commia.:e ('). 

WbctCIS computer programs :ace at pcc:scnt not dc:uly 
pcocCCU"! ia ~l Member Sula by existing lcgisbboa and 
such pcoccaion. where it exists, has different attributes; 

Whcn::as the development of computer prognms Rqui«S 

chc inwes1ment of consider.able human,. technical and 
financial ccsoucccs while computer prognms an be 
copied u a fnction of che cost needed _to develop them 
indcpendcndy; · 

WhcrC2S computer prognms arc playing 1n increasingly 
impocunc role in :a bto1d r:ange of industries :and 
compc.cet p<ogr:am cechnology c:an accordingly be consi· 
dercd as being of fun<bmcncal imporunce for chc 
Communi1ys industrial dc•clopment; 

0 OJ No C '"· .12.. 4. 1'8'1. I'· 4; and 
OJ No C lZO. zu. 12.. 1'1'10. p. Zl.. 

(') OJ No C lJI. 17. '· 1,.,0_ p. 71; and Occi,;..., of 17 AJK;I 
IY'll. ,... ,.,,1,1;,1,.-,f ;., tloc Qfl;ci~I J""""al), 

(1 0,J No. C .l.?"1. Jn. tl. l'l:l'I. f'· 4, 

WhcK:as c.cruin differences in the ·lcga,I proccaioa of 
·cocnpiKCC progra~ offered by th~ laws. of the Member 
Sat.cs b2'¥C diccct and negative dfcas OG dac funaioaiag 
o( lbc common marlcct :as regards COCil~ pn>gams :and 
such diffcrmccs could wdl become grata" as Member 
Sat.cs inuoducc new lcgisluioa on chis subjca; 

W'hcn::as aisling differences haYing such cffcca need co 
be: ccmO'fCd and new ones prcvcnrcd hom uisiag. whale 
cliflcrcnccs not adversely :affecting the fwlaioning of die 
common auclcct to a subsunti:al degree aced aot be 
rcmGW'cd or prevented from arising; 

Whc:rcls ..the Community"s legal fnmcwock oa die 
pcoccction of computer progr.uns an :acrordiagly ia die 
fiat inscaaec be: limircd co csablisbiag cb2t Member 
Sat.cs should 2ccord protection co compuri:r pcoga.ms 
under copyright law :as litcniy wodcs and. fwdacr. ID csa
blisbiag who and what should be prorccud. die exclusive 
rights on which protected persons should be: :able co cdy 
ia ocdcr ro :authorize or prohibit ccruin :acu aad fOc how 
long the protection. ~~ould :apply; 

Whccns,. fot the purpose of this Dircai¥C. the tenn 
'computer f"'Ogr:am· sh2ll include prognms in any fonn, 
including chose .,hich :arc incorporated into hardv.are ; 
whc:n:as chis ccnn :also includes prcp:ara«><y design work 
lading co die development of 1 compuca pcognm 
pnmdcd ch:at the nacure of the prepara<OtJ -': is such 
ch:at :a compucer prognn• can fCSuh ltom ic u :a bter 
suge: 

Whc•c:a~. in rcs1><CC uf 1l1c cri1eri:a to be :applied in dccer· 
mining whccl1cr or no1 2 compucer pro~nm is :an oticim1I 
wc>tlc. no aesis ;U 10 cite •1u:aliu1i¥C or :acsd1c1~ mcri1s of 
..... l'"'f.""" ~ ...... 1c1 ..... ,,,., ....... , : 
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Wlaere:os the Commun11y is fully committed to the 
promollon of i111ernu1onal s12ndard1ution ; 

Where:os the function of a computer program is to 
cornnt!.uuc:ue 3nJ work toge1her with other components 
of :o con11•uler sys1em an<l wrth users and. for this purpose. 
:l locic:al :and. where :appropC131e. physical in1erconneCUOn 
:and inteuc11on is required to pcrmi1 all clements of soh
w:arc 3nd h3rdw:arc to work with other sofrw:arc :and hard
ware :and with users rn :all the ways in which they :arc 
intended to function ; 

Whcrc:as the pans of the program which provide for such 
interconnection :and interaction between c:lcmcnts of soft
ware :and h:ardw:arc :arc generally lcnown as "interfaces· ; 

Whereas this functional interconnection and intc:action 
is gcnc:r.ally lcnown :as ·interopcrabiliry" : whereas such 
int:ropc:rabiliry can be defined :as the: ::abiliry to exchange 
infonn::ation and mutually to use the: information which 
has been exchanged ; 

Whereas. for the avoidance of doubt. it h:as to be made 
clc::ar that only the cxprc:ssion of :a compuccr program is 
protected :and that ideas :and principles which undc:dic 
any clement of a program. including those: which undc:dic: 
ia interlaces. arc not protected by copyright under this 
Di=c:aivc: 

Whc:rc:as. in accordance: with this principle: of copyright. 
to the · c:Xtc:nt that logic. algorithms and programming 
languages comprise: idcu and principles. those: idc::as :and 
principles arc not protected under dais Dirc:aivc:; 

Whc:rc::as. in accordance with the: lc:gisl:ation and jurispni· 
dc:ncc: o{ the: Member Sutc:s and the: intc:m:ation:al copy· 
right conventions. the cxprasion of those idc:u :and prin· 
ciples is to be protected by copyright ; 

Whc:ras. foe the: purposes of this Dircaive. the: cam 
"rental' means chc: making available: for use:. for a limiced 
period of time: and for profit-making purposes.! of a 
computer program or :a copy thereof ; whc:rc::as chis rcnn 
docs not include public lending. which. :accordingly. 
remains ouuidc: the scope: of chis Dircaivc ; 

Whc:reu the exclusive righu of the author to prevent the: 
unauthorircd reproduction of his worlt have to be subjca 
to :a limited exception in the: case: of :a computer ·program 
co allow the reproduction technically ncccssary for dac: use: 
of that program by the lawful. :acquirc:r; 

Whereas chis means that the: aas of loading and running 
nccc:ssa'Y foe the use of a copy of a prognm which has 
been lawfully acquired. and che aa of cocreaion of its 
cffon. may noc be prohibiced by contr:aC't : whcr.eas. in the: 
absence of spc:cific contr:accual p;ovisions. ;nc, uding when 
a cor'Y of cl1c 1"01:"'"' l1as heen sold. any oth.:r aa neCC:S• 
sa'Y for cite ~ (If cite co1•y of a progrant n1ay be 

performed in accordance with •ts intended purpose by a 
bwlul ;acquicer ol that copy ; 

Whereas :a person h:aving ;a right to use :a computer 
program should not be prevented from performing :aets 

necessary to observe. study or test the functioning of the 
program. provided 11121 these :acts do no< infringe the 
copyright in the program ; 

Whereas che unauthorized reproduction. translation. adap
tation or cransformation ol the form of the code in which 
a copy of ;a compuccr proi;ram hu been made anil::ablc 
conscituccs an infringement of the: exclusive rights of the 
author: 

Whereas. nevertheless. circumsunccs may exist whc:n 
such ;a rcproduaion of the: code :and translation of its 
form within the: maning of Article '4 (a) and (b) arc indis
pensable to obtain the: ncccss::ary information to achieve 
the: intcroperabiliry of :an indcpc:ndcndy anted program 
with ocher programs : 

Whereas it has therefore to be considered da::at in these 
limiccd circumstances only. performance of chc: acts of 
reproduction and translation by or on behalf of a person 
having a right to use :a copy of the: program is legitimate: 
and compatible with fair pr.acticc and must thc:rcfocc be 
dc:cmc:d not to . require dac authorization of the: right
holdc:r: 

Whereas an objective of this exception is to make it 
possible: to connect all components of a computer system. 
including those of dif£crcnt manubaurcrs. so that they 
an wod: together ; 

Whereas such an exception to the auchor·s c:xdusivc: 
rights may not be: used in :a "'1.Y which prejudices chc: 
legitimate intcrcscs of the righdaoldcr or which conflicts 
wida :a normal exploiution of dac program ; 

Whc:rcas. in order to remain in accocd:ancc with chc provi
sions of the Bcmc: Convention for chc Procccrion of 
Litcnry and Aniscic Works, chc cam of ~ shOuld 
be the: life of chc audaor :and fifty yars &om die fust of 
January of the ycar following the: yac of bis deada OC. in 
dac case: of :an anonymous oc psc:udoapnous 'WOdc. SO 
years from the: first of January of chc yeu following the 
year in which dae worlt is fim published ; 

Whereas protc:etion . of computer progoms undcc copy
right laws should be: without prejudice to the: application. 
in :appropriate c::asc:s. of ochc:r forms of pruccaion : 
whc:rcas. how~. :any conU'KWal ~ contnry to 
Article 6 or to the exceptions ptovidc:d for in Artidc: S (2) 
:and (l) should be null and .ofcl ; 

Wlterc:as the provisions of this Directive :arc: widtOUC 
prejudice to die :applicJcion of the cornpc:tition culc:s 
under Aniclc:s IS :and ll6 of die: Treacy if :a domin:11n1 
supplier rduscs co 1nakc inforniacion available which i1 
necessary fnr incecorcnbilicy as defined i11 this Dirc:aivc · 
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Whereas the rrov1sions of this Directive should be 
without rrcjudicc to specific rcquiremenlS of C.ommuniry 
bw :already enacted in respect of the rublication of inter
faces in the telecommunications sector or Council Deci
sions relating to st2ndud1ution in the field o( informa
tion technoloi;y 2nd rclccomrnumc:Jtion ; 

Where2s tins Direcuvc docs not :affect derogations 
provided for under nauon:JI lcg1sl:ation in acconbnce with 
the Berne Convention on p0ints not covered by this 
Directive. 

HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE: 

Artie/~ I 

Objecc of procec<ion 

I. In :accordance with the provisions of this Dircaivc. 
Member States sh:all protect computer programs. by copy
right. as literary worlcs within the meaning of the Berne 
Convention for the Protection of Literary and Attisric 
Works. For the purpOSCS of this Di~vc. the term 
"computer programs' sh:all include their pttparatory 
design m:accri:al. 

2. Protection in accordance with this Dirccme shall 
apply to the expression in any fonn of a .computer 
prognm. Ideas and principles which underlie any 
clement of :a computer p;ogn.m. including those which 
underlie its interfaces, arc not protected by copyright 
under this Directive. 

3. A computer program shall be protected if it is 
original in me sense that it is the author"s own intellec
tual creation. No other criteria shall be applied to clctcr
minc its eligibility for protcaion. 

Artie/~ 2 

Authorship of computer progn.ms 

I. The :author of :a computer prognm ~hall be the 
natural person or group of natural persons who has 
created chc program or, where the legislation of che 
Member State permits, chc legal pc:non designated as the 
rightholder by that legislation. Where collectift works :arc 
recognized by the legislation of :a Member State, che 
person considered by the legislation of chc Member Sute 
to h:avc crc:aced the work shall be deemed to be its author. 

2. In resrc:ct of :a comrucer program created by :a group 
of 11:a1ural pc:rsoni joinrly, che c:icclusiYC:" tights shall he 
nwnc:cl !"mfly. 

3. Whc:rc: a comrutc:r program is created by an 
employee in the exc:cu1io11 of his duties or following the 
instructions given by Ins employer. the: emrloyc:r exclusi-' 
vc:ly shall be: c:nrnlc:d to c:xc:rc1sc: all economic rights in 
the: progr:am so crc:atc:d. unless otherwise: rrovoded by 
contract. 

Aroclt J 

lknc:ficiaries of protection 

Protection shall be gr:anted to all n:atur:al or lcg:al persons 
eligible under n:ation:al copyright lcgisl:ation as applied to 
literary works. 

Articlt 4 

Restricted Acts 

Subject to the provisions o( Articles S and 6. the exclusive 
rights of the rightholdcr within the meaning of Article 2., 
sh:all include the right to do or to authorize : 

(a) the permanent or tcmPonry reproduction o( a 
computer prognm by any means and in any form. in 
part or in· whole. Insofar as lo:ading. displaying, 
running. tnnsmision or Stonge o( the computer 
program necessitate such reproduction. such acts shall 
be subject to :a~thorization by the rightholdcr ; 

(b) the tnnsl:ation. adapution, arrangement and :any other 
alteration of :a computer program and the reproduc
tion of the results thereof. without prejudice to the 
rights of the person who :alters the prognm ; 

(c) :any form of distribution to the public. including the 
rental. of the original computer pcognm or of copies 
thereof. The first sale in the Community of a copy of 
:a prognm by the rightholder or with his consent shall 
exhaust the distn"bution right within the Community 
of that copy. with the exception of the ript to conuol 
funhcr rental of the prognm or a copy thereof. 

Articlt S 

Exceptions to the resrricced aces 

I. In che :absence of specific contractual provisions. che 
:aces rderred co in Article 4 (a) :and (b) shall not require 
auchoriution by the rightholder where they arc necessary 
for the use of the computer prognm by the lawful 
acquirer in accordance wich ics inrendcd purpose, inclu
ding for error correction. 

2. TI1c: m:akinr, nf a h:ack-up copy by :a rcnon h:aving a 
riglu 10 use 1hc: COnlfJUCer pror,r:am may !'()( be prevented 
by co111r:sc1 insofat :as ic i'.; m:c:c:ss:ary for th:ac use. 
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3. llu: person lnving :a riclu 10 uY: :a copy of a 
compu1er program shall be entitled. without the authori
zation of the rightholder. to observe:. study or test th.: 
functionini; d the pro1:r:am in order to determine the 
idc::is :and principles which underlie any clement or the 
program if he docs so while performing any of the :icts of 
loading. d&spbying. running. cr:ansmining or storing 1hc 
program which he is entitled to do. 

Ar-ricl~ 6 

Decompilation 

I. The authorization of the rightholdcr shall not be 
required where reproduction of the code and translation 
of its form within the meaning of Article 4 (a} and (b) arc 
indispensable to obtain the information necessary· to 
:achieve the interoperability of an independently crc::at~d 
computer program with other programs. provided that rhc 
following conditions arc met : 

(a) these acts arc performed by the licensee or by another 
person having a right to use a copy of a prognm. or 
on their behalf by a person authorized to to so ; 

(b} the information necessary to achieve interoperability 
has not previously been readily available to the 
persons referred to in subparagraph (a) ; and 

(c) these acts arc confined to the pans of the original 
program which ace necessary to achieve interoperabi
lity. 

2. The provisions of paragnph I shall not permit the 
infomution obtained through its application : 

(a) to be used for goals other than to achieve the intero
perability of the independcndy created computer 
program; 

(b) to be given to others, except when necessary for the 
interoperability of the independendy created 
computer prognm; or 

(c) to be used for the development. production or market
ing of a computer prognm substantially similar in its 
expression, or foe any other act which infringes copy
righL 

3. ln accordance with the provisions of the Berne 
Convention foe the protection of Literary and Artistic 
Works, the provisions of this Article may not be intcc
pcctcd in such a way as to allow its application to be used 
in a manner which unreasonably prejudices the right 
holder's legitimate interests or conflicts with a normal 
exploic:acion of the compuccr program. 

Artid~ 7 

Special measures of prorection 

I. Wi1ho111 prejudice 10 .rhc provisions of Aniclcs 4, .~ 

:and <., Mcml1cr S1:11cs sh:.11 1uovide. in :.ccordance wirh 

1heu n:a1ion:al legisb1ion. appropri:ate remedies :against a 
person comm1uing :any of 1hc ac1s listed in subparagr:aphs 
(3). (b) :and (c) below : ' 

(3) any :1c1 of puuins into circulation :a copy of :a 
computer program knowing. or h:aving reason to 
believe. 1h:11 it is 3n inrringing copy; 

(b) the possession. for commerci:il purposes. of :a copy of 
:a compuler progr:ant knowing. or having reason to 
believe. !ha1 ii is :an infringing copy; 

(c) any ace of puuing into circulation. or the possession 
for commercial purposes of. any means the sole 
intended purpose of which is to f:aciliute the: unautho
rized removal or circumvention of :any technical 
device: which m:ay have been :applied to protect a 
computer program. 

2. Any infringing copy of :a computer program sh:all be 
liable to seizure in accordance with the legislation of the 
Member Sc:ate concerned. 

3. Member Sutes may provide for the seizure of any 
means referred to in paragraph I (c). 

/irticl~ 8 

Term of pr-otection 

I. Protection shall be granted for the life of the :author 
and foe fifty years :after his death oc after the death of the .. 
last surviving :author; where the computer prognm is an 
anonymous or pseudonymous work. or where a legal 
person is design:aced :as the author by national legislation 
in accordance with Article 2 (I). the tenn of protection 
sh:all be fifty years from the time that the computer 
program is first lawfully made available to the public. The: 
term of procection shall be deemed to begin on the first 
of January of the year following rhe abovemc:ntioned 
events. 

2. Member Sraces which already have.• a term of protec
tion longer than that provided for in paragnph I arc 
:allowed to maintain their present term until such time as 
the tc:rm of protection foe copyright works is hannonizcd 
by Community law in a more general way. 

Artid~ 9 

Continued application of ocher legal provisions 

I. The provisions uf chis Directive shall be wichout 
prejudice to any other leg:al provisions such :as those 
concerning p:atent rights, tr:ade-marks. unfair competition, 
rr:adc secrets, protection of s.=mi-conduccor products or 
the law of conrrac1. Any conuae1u:al provisions concrary to 
Article G or 10 the cxcep1ions provided for in l\nicle S (2) 
and (J) sh;ill be null and void. 

2. ll1e provisions of this Directive shall apply also to 
proi;r:>ms crc.a1cd before I J:Ulu:uy I 'l'I J wi1hou1 prejudice 
10 3ny :ic1s concluded and rir,l11s :ic'luircd hdorc 1h;i1 <l;i1e. 
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Article 10 

r u1il (lrovlsions 

I. Mem~r S:.te\ ,i..n bnns onto force 1he bws. resu· 
bt•ons :and :adm•n••"•"•c prov•s•onS necc:sury 10 comply 
wi1h 1hls D•<C"Cl•vc- lldorc I January 19,). 

When Mcmbc:c Sutcs :adopl 1hc:sc me:asurc:s. the bucr 
sh:all conuin :a rcfrrc-ncc 10 chis Oirceti¥C oc shall be: 

:accompanied by such cdcccnce on the occasion o( cheir 
of(ici:al publical•On. The methods of m:alcing such :a 
reference sh:all be h·d down by chc Mernbc:r Succs.. 

z. Membcc States shall conan•unic:atc to chc Commis
s.on 1he pro..;sions ol n:uion:al l:aw which they adopt in 
1hc held governed by 1t.i,. o;rec1i..::. 

Artrtk II 

Th•• ()uc:cuvc •S :addressed 10 the Membc-~ States. 

!)one :at Crunch. 14 fl.by 1991. 

For rlK C.••cil 

The Pnsithnr 

J. F. POOS 

.. 

• 
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